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Abstract: Nowadays there are several extreme point results to solve the design problem for
an interval plant in closed loop. The aiIn of this paper is to cOlnpare the conservaduris111
bet\\'een these me.thods. First a new set of virtual polynomials for this problem based on
Bialas and Gurlotf polynolllials to stabilize an edge is proposed. Then its conservadurism is
studied with regard to another conservati ve nlethod based on 32 virtual polynomials~

concluding that it is a less conservati ve method but the computational cost required is
higher. With the purpose of shoV\'ing a global perspective of the differents methods they are
compared \vith the Kharitonov polynon1ials of the st11allest interval polynomial that contains
the characteristic polynomial polytope, and with the 32 CB segments, concluding that the
set formed by the 32 virtual polynomials is a good agreement betv..'een conservadurism and
computational cost. Copyright© 1999 IFAC
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1. INTRODUCTIOr-;

Robust control based on extreme point results has been the

object of special interest throughout the last decade. Since
the introduction in \vestern literature of Kharitonov"s
Theorem by R. Barmish in 1983 very interesting results
have appeared specially on the analysis problem. From the
synthesis point of vie\rv there are a fe\\' extreme point results
(Barmish, J993) for the specially interesting problern called
interval plant. paradigm,

The most significant early results are Ghosh"s 'Norks (1985)
for the pure gain compensator, Hollot and .~{ang (1990) and
Barmish's 16 plants Theorem (Barmish, et al., 1992) for

t1rst order controllers. For controllers vvith an order greater
than one the first method conslsts of building the four
Kharitonov polynomials of the slnallest interval polynomial
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that contains the polytope formed by the closed loop
characteristic polynolnials. Ghosh fonllulated these
polynomials for positive controllers (Ghosh, 1985)t and
they were generalized later (Hernandez~et al. 1996) .

The fjrst chance to stabilize an interval plant using
controllers of any order is to stabilize the 32 CB segments
(Chapellat and Battacharyya, 1989). This is a no
conservative result \vhich al1()~'s 10 find all the controllers
that stabilize the family. Nevertheless, other results have
been developed in order to reduce the computational cost.
These results make use of virtuaJ polynomials t so called
because they do not belong to the family, SO~ Djaferis
shows that it is sufficient to assure the stability of 64 virtual
polynomials (Djafcris~ 1993). By developing an alternative
construction it is ShOV\lO that only 32 virtual polynomials are
sufficient to guarantee the stability of the whole family, and
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this nurnber can be reduced depending on the argument of
the numerator and denominator polynomials of the
controller (Hernandez and Donnido S., 1995). ~ot only the
generalized Ghosh's polynomials but also the 32 virtual
polynomials are conservative results because they do not
allow to find all the controllers that stabilize the fanlily but
some of them. As it has been shown the advantage of the 32
virtual polynomials, except for the cases in \vhich both
methods coincide, is that they arc less conservative than the
Kharitonov polynomials of the smallest interval polynomial
that contains the characteristic polyno1l1ial polytope (see
(Hcrnandcz, et al., 1996 for details). Obviously its
disadvantage is the higher number of polynomials to be
stabilized.

These two methods are not the only results to stabilize an
interval plant using a set of virtual polynomials. In fac.t J if
\ve bear in Blind one of the first extrelne point results
developed by Bialas and Garloff (1985) to stabilize an cdge~

a set of 80 virtual polynomials which guarantee the stability
of the interval plant can be obtained.

'The aim of this paper is not only to compare the three sets
of virtual polynonlials~ searching theirs properties~ but also
to establish the conservatism of each method 'W'ith regard to
the others.

2 .. PRE\TIOljS

Let P(s,a,b) be a proper plant of real coefficients of the

fonn

( 1)

\vhere J.'Vp(s~a) and D!J(s~b) are interval polynomials

{
-t. }

Q EA:;;=: a: ai S; Qj ::; Cl ... ,I = O~ ... ~ l1Z

{ - + . }b E B = b: hi :5 hi ::; hi ~ t = 0, ... , n

with In~l, nl~flJ and v\rhere a = [an ~ab .. ·' an-;] ~ a", * 0, and

b:;;=: [bo,br~ ... ,bn]' bn *- 0, are the uncertainty parameters.

Let the controller C(s) = Nr(s)/ Dc Cs). The family of

characteristic polynomials associated to the closed loop

system configuration formed by P(s,a,b) and C(s) \vith
unity feedback is

S(s) = Aic(s)N p(s,a)+ DcCs)DpCs,b) (3)

The stabilization problem consists of proving that the
poJytope of polynomials (3) is HUf\vitz.
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Similarly the Kharitonov polynorniaIs of the interval
polynomial \vill be expressed in terms of their even and odd
parts

Family Np(s): (4)

kn1(s) = Pemin(s)+ Pmllln(s). k n2 (·\') == P(~ma..T;(s)+ Pmmn(S)

k'll (s) = P':'Jnnx (.,') + Pomru (s), kn4 (s) == Pcmin Cs) + POmn,l:(S)

() ~ +2 () + -2
\-vhere Pemin S == Q o + az s +... ~ pemax.S = Q o + a 2 s +...

Fanlily D p (s): (5)

kdi Cs) == qemin Cs) + qomin (s) ~ kd2 (s) == qemax(s) + qomin (s)

kd3 (S) = qemax(s) + qomax(s) , kd4 (S) == qemil1 (s) + 4omax (s)

,"vhere qemin (s) = bo+ b; 5
2+... ~ qemax(S) = bci T hi.5

2+ .

qomin (S) ~ q-s + b3
T
S3 + ... ~ qomax(S) = bt s + b~ S3 + .

The conservative result reported by Bialas and Garloff to
stabilize an edge js the following:

Theorem 1: (Bialas and Garloff,1985) Let foes) and

It Cs) be tvvo polynomials of real coefficients \vith degree

n. The edge with vertexes in foes) and I1 (J') is stable if

and only if the four polynomials belovl are stable.

fo (s); /1 (s);

gl (5) = .Even[fo(5)J+ Odd ltl (s)1
g2 Cs) == Even[Ji (s)] + Odd Vo (s)]

3.CONSTRUCTION OF THE VIRTUAL
POLl'~NOl\'IIALS

Theorenl 1 establishes that stabilization of an edge is
equivalent to stabilize 4 polynomials. Two of them are its
vertexes polynomials and the other couple are virtual
polynoillials.

Attending to the Box Theorem (Chapellat and Battacharyya~

1989), o{s) is stahle if and only if the 32 CB segments are
stables. To apply the Bialas and Garloff theorenl to each CB
segme.nt it will be necessary not only t\\lO virtual
polynomials for each edge but also their vertexes
palynomial::>. So we will have 64 virtual polynomials plus
16 polynomials due to the 16 Kharitonuv plants.

In order to apply B ialas and Garloff theore]n~ \ve need to
knnv\I' the vertexes of the edges to stabilize. With the
purpose of calculating them the follo\ving notation is

presented. Let p(s) a given polynomial. The Hven [] and
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Odd [] functions are defined as those that return the even

and odd parts of p(s), respectively. If the polynomial is

evaluated at s = jw , the Even [J function is a real number

and Odd [] is a complex number without the real part.

When each paralelogram -d1(m) and L\2 (m) can be found

at any of the four positions showed at Fig 2, the edges

\vhich oberbound the image A(cv) are the 32 CB segments.

\'irtual polynornials' construction is immediate. For

The even and odd parts of IVC' (s) (Dc' (s) .> will be denoted

instance, the tVv'o virtual polynomials bg11 (s) and bg 12 (S)

are those \vhich correpond to the segment \vhose vertexes
are (see Fig 2)

(7)

The value set of 0(5), Ll(O)) , is a polygon in the complex

plane formed by the direct sum of the t\VO parpolygons

Fig 2. Overbounding of the Bialas and Garloff polynomials
Developing the real and imaginary parts and grouping terms
(removing the dependence in s to simplify the notation) the
follo~ving is obtained

where

lS a paralelogram \vith vertexes

L\((l)) :=; ~l (ill) + ~2 (co) v/here

D.] (m) = {Vc ( jro)fvr
p (jn), a)} ~2 «([) = {Dr (jell) 0 p (}w, h) } (6)

k~Ti(S) (kdi(s))~ i = L2~3~4 are the Kharitonov's polynomials

of l\lp(s) (Dp (s)) and \vhose sides have the slopes

sen(J - cosO
a i = -- and a-... == ~--

cos f) L sen e

By the expresions (S) kdo 2 ~ k do1 == qomin . Then

bg 11 = Nck n1 + D ce (k de1 + k d(1 )+ D co (k do2 + k d(2 )

where 0 =: e(m) is the argument of the polynotni al ~,\r (' (s)

( Dc (s)) evaluated at s == jw for a given w (see

(Hcrnandcz and Dormido S., 1995 for details)- See Fig 1.

P2cj J1d(c)
P4

(b)

PJ
r) Pi
'4

dPI P4d(d) (a)
A PIP2 :J

PI

Fig 1. Different positions of ~1 (0)) (Slmilarly for ~2 (w)

= l'/"knl + Dcekd1 + Drokd2

Similarly

bg12 = Even[v1]-i- Odd[voJ== Nr·k,zt I D cekd2 + D("()kdI

In the same way the rest of the Bialas and Garloffs virtual
polynomials for each CB segment can be calculated and the
fo]k)\~'ing64 polynomials presented in compact notation are
obtained (8)

bgFi :::: Ckni + DpJ<dl + DpJ<.d2, bg{i =: Ckni + DCc!-d2 + DcJ:.dl

bgS == Ckni + Dp~d2 + DpJ:d3' bgSi =: Ckni + DpJcd3 + DpJed2

b&~' == Ckni + Dpt!d3 + DpJld4 , bgF6 ~ Ckni + Dptf:d4 + Dpcld3

bg~ =::: Ck,Li + Dptftd4 + DpJedl ,b&~ ~ Ckni + Dp~dl + Dpd'd4

If C ~~, and i=1 ,2~3,4 32 virtual polynonlials are

obtained and when C::;;;; Dc the others 32 are obtained.

The foll()\ving result can be estahl;~hed:

Theorem 2: If the 16 charac-teristic polynornials of the 16
Kharitonov plants and the 64 Bialas and Garloff's virtual
polynomials are stable then the closed loop system formed
by an interval plant and a controler is stable. 0
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Fig 3. (a) Family stable and Bialas and Garloff virtual
polynomial unstable. (b) ~~amily stable and Bialas and
Garloff virtual polynomial stable 0

Proof Tt is obvious from the previous lemlnas since the set

of controlJers SC32 \-vill not include those SCbg controllers

\.vhich apply the value set in three quadrants for some OJ

(\vith CB segments in t\VO quadrants as maxjlnuln)~ as for
example the one which appears in the Fig 3.b. Then

[---
~ :~-
1

- 1 (

U
1 I,)

~ !
"J,

4. COl\IPARISON

Due to the stability of the 80 virtual polynomials in

Theorem 2 is a sufficient but not necessary condition to
guarantee the stability of the closed loop family~ this is a
conservative result. The following theorenl points out this
conservatism.

Proof It i~ obvious: The stability of the CB seglnents is a
necessary and sufficient condition to guarantee the stability
of the closed loop system. By The.orenl 1 the stability of the
80 characteristic polynomials is a sufficient condition to
stabilize the edges~ hence if they are stable all the famjly is
stable.

TheorenJ 3: Let SC32 ! SCbg ~ se be the set of controllers

\vhich stabilize the family (3) through the 32 virtual
polynomials (Hernandez and Donnido~ 1995)~ the 80 Bialas
and Garloff polynomials and the CB segn1ents respectively.
Then

This theoreJn can be proved in a ~ilnple \vay from the
behaviour of the value set taking into account the following
Lemlnas.

Lemma 1. (See (I-Iernandez~ et al.~ 1996) for prove). The

controllers C(s) designed stabilizing the 32 virtual

polynon1ials~ are those so that the value set of the family of

closed loop characteristic pofynomials S(s) is applicd~ f<Jf
each (j) in two quadrants as maximum. 0

Lemma 2. The controllers C(s) designed stabilizing the 80

polynomials SCbg are those so that the CB segments are

applied, for each ill in t\'t'O cuadrants as o1aximum. 0

Proof (Similar to the one in Len1ma 1) It is assumed that

8(s) is stable. Thus it satisfies the argunlent principle. '[he
overbounding in the cOlnplex plane consists in including
each segment in a rectangle with stable vertexes for each W

(Fig 2). If any CB seglnent can be placed in three quadrants
at son1e (t):- then at least one vertex does not salisfy the
argument principle and is unstable. Fig3.a sho\vs this
behaviour. Ho\\-'ever, if each CB segment does not enter inlo
a quadrant. until it is enterely in the previous one, then the
Bialas and Garloff polynomials arc stahlc (Fig 3.b).

Proof. It is obvious from the previous lemmas since the set

SC]2 C SCbg C se o SC32 C SCbg . The matter that SChg C se is proved in

Theorem 1 of Bialas and Garloff 0
The rnetbod based on Bialas and Garloff virtual
polynomials is less conservative, in the sense that more
controllers can be obtained, than the one based on the 32
virtual polynomials! but the cOlnputational cost required is
higher because more polynomials are required to be stable.

Taking inlo account Theorem 3 and Theorem 2 in
(Hernandez, et al., 1996) the following Corollary can be
established.

Corollary. Let SC4 , SC32 , SCbg ., se be the set of

controllers which stabilize the family (3) using the four
Kharitonov's polynomials of the smallest interval
polynomial that contains the characteristic polynonlial
polytope in closed loop, the 32 virtual polynomials
(Hernandez and Dormido S., 1995), the 80 Bialas and
Garloff polynomials and the CB segments respectively.
Then

o

In the comparative study between SC4 y SC32

(Hernandez, et al., 1996), the conditions which have to be
satisfied so that both sets coincide and the controllers'
structures which guarantee such coincidence \vcre

of controllers SC?,2 \vill not include those SCbg controIJers

which apply the value set in three quadrants for S001e vJ
(with CB segments in t\VO quadrants as maximum), as for
example the onc v/hich appears j n the Fig 3.b. 1~hen

presented. It is also possible that the sets SC32 and SCI/g

coincide, such as explain the following lemma.

LeulDla 3. SC32 = SCbg if and only if }'v'c:= sl n

SC32 C SCbg · The Inatter that SCbg C se is proved in

Theore.rh 1 of Bialas and Garloff 0

Dc =Si ,l==integer. 0

Proof." The 32 virtual polynomials' method is based on
overbounding the value set with the minimal rectangle

Copyright 1999 IFAC ISBN: 0 08 043248 4
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\-vhich jnclude it for each (J). If 1\~:=: Sl (Dc === Jt) then

taking into account the expressions (6) the value set i1 1(m)

( ~2 (ill) ) is a rectangle for each co. In this case the value

14th World Congress of IFAC

As it is shown~ any of the conservative methods let find
robust controUers so that a CB segrnent is applied in three
quadrants for any DJ. For instance. a controller \vith the

value set 8..((1J) showed in Fig 5 can just be designed with a

no conservative method.

set formed by ~l (cv) + ~2 (m) will have the edges parallel

to the axes (fig 4.a), so that there are not n ialas and Garloff
virtual polynolnials to this edges and the B ialas and Garloff
virtual polynomials \vhich coincide \vith the virtual

polynomials of SC32 are sufficient to stabilize the family

(the rest arc applied inside the value set so they are
superfluous) .

If Nr ;/::. sI and Dc ;t= Sf then both sets of polynomials d{J not

coincide (fig 4.b).

o CJ

o
'i \/ CJ

o
Fig 5. Stable faolily and 32 virtual polynonlials (- - -) and
Bialas and Garloff virtual polynomials (--) unstable.

5. EXAMPL,ES

In this section, two examples which illustrate the resuls
obtained in this note are presented.
Exarnple ] (Hernandez, et aI., 1998), Consider the interval

plant P(s~a,b)

___ _ _ _ "_ _ __ j L _ __ "_ __ _ _ _
Fig 4. (a) Coincidence Cb) Not coincidence beL-w'een the 32
virtual polynomials and the Bialas and Garloff virtual
pDlynomials 0

Table 1 sumlnarlzes the conservadurisnl properties of the
controllers designed with each method.

Table 1. Properties of the controllers designed \vith each
method (presented with decresing conservatism)

Vw'here 20 ~ Gl S 60 , 120 :5 £10 :::; 128, 10 ::; b3 ~ 20 ,

45:S b2 ~ 60, 30:$ b] ::s; 50 y -10::;; ha ~ 10.

Clearly, this interval plant is unstable. To stabilize the
family we have a closed loop system~ vvith a second degree

Method

Kharitonov polynomials of
the smallest interval

polynomial that contains the
characteristic polynomial

p{)lytope

32 virtual polynomials

80 Bialas and Garloff
polynolnials

No conservative

Copyright 1999 IFAC

Controllers found

SOIne of the controllers

such that ~((1J) is appbed

in two quadrants as

Iuaxin1UlTI for each ill

i\ll lhe controllers such that

~((v) is applied in two

quadrants as maximum for
each OJ

All 1hc controllers such that
the C1B segmen ts are

appl ied in l \\"0 quadrants as
maximum for each ill

All the controllers which
stabilize the cLosed loop

system

5+1
controller, C(s) , described by C(s) == 2 \r\'here

s +d]s + do

dl and do are the design's parameters. For this kind of

control1ers there is no, in general, extreme point results in
terms of the 16 Kharitonov·s plants.

Fig 6_ shov~'s the controllers which are obtained ',.vhen the
closed loop po]ynomial polytnpe is stabilized with the
different methods analyzed in the paper (they have been
calculated after Ackermann's diagram in the space
parameter (Ackcrmann, 1980)).

As can be seen the set SCbg in not much bigger than SC32 ~

hO\~'ever se is remarkably bigger than any of the sets
calculated with the conservative methods~ obviously the
computational cost rcquiered is cnuch bigger. In conclusion,
it can be seen that using 32 virtual polynomials a good
agreement bet~'een computational cost and conservadurislTI
is 0 btai ned.
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account the other kno\\'n methods it is proved that

SC'4 c se32 C SCbg C se .
It is also proved that to use Bialas and Garloff polynomials
is less conservative and the conlputational cost required is
appreciabily bigger. Even so it can be established that 32
virtual polynomials represent the best agreeluent between
computational cost and conservadurism.
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~=SC4'~UDTI::::SC32 ,bU OTIu D==sCbg~

§u []]u Du ~=sc

Fig 6. Controllers \vhich stabilize the family \vith
conservative methods

Exarnple 2. Let again the interval plant (9) and the PI
controller

K-,
C(s) = K1 T S' K1 > 0 ~ K 2 > 0

First we sbould bear in Dlind that for first order controllers
the 16 plants theorem (Barmish~ et al., 1992) can be applied

and SC4 ::::: S~2 (Hernandez, et al., 1998).

K l 5 + Kz
Ijke K j > 0, Kz > 0 then C(s) = has argument

s

of the numerator polynomial bct\\recn 0 y Tt /2 and the

argulnent of the denominator polynomial is al\vays 1[/2.

Because of the constant argument of the denominator the

image Ll 2 (w) is a Kharitonov·s rectangle Vc.o. 1'hen, the

Bialas and Galoffs virtual polynornials \Nhich are not
superfluous coincide ",rith the sufficients of the 32 virtual
polynomials.
In conclusjon~ with PI controllers, the three conservative
Irzethods coincide, so the-re is no advantage bet\veen them.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the virtual polynomials \V·hich
stabi} ize the system formed by a controller and an interval
plant in closed loop based on Bialas and GarJoff virluar
polynomials to stabilize an edge and the CB segments. '[hey
have been presented so that the comparison with other
kno\vn results can be done. So it has been proved that
controllers \vhich slabilize Bialas and Garloff polynomials
are those such that the CB segments are applied in t\vo
quadrants as maximum for each (j) .

1'hen its conservadurism has been studied with regard to the
32 virtual polynomials, concluding that. it is a less

conservative method~ that is~ se32 c SC bg ~ and taking in

Copyright 1999 IFAC
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